Examples of planar quadratic vector fields with a limit cycle surrounded by a saddle loop are given by means of deformations of Hamiltonian vector fields.
1. Statement of the main result. It is known that if a planar quadratic vector field X has infinitely many limit cycles, then they necessarily accumulate in a separatrix cycle of the Poincaré compactification of A. In [ChSh] it is proved that a bounded separatrix cycle surrounds at most finitely many limit cycles. However, no example of at least one limit cycle surrounded by a separatrix cycle is known [ChT, ChSh] . In this note we give examples of this situation by using small deformations of Hamiltonian vector fields.
Let X2 denote the vector space of planar quadratic vector fields.
Theorem. There exists a codimension one analytic submanifold S of di2 such that every vector field in S has a limit cycle surrounded by a saddle loop.
2. Some preliminary lemmas. Let X(x,y) = (2y2-2y)^-(x + x2)j-y be the planar Hamiltonian quadratic vector field with potential function H(x, y) = \x3 + {x2 + \y3 -y2.
The level curves of H are given in Figure 1 (a). We see that X has a saddle at p0 = (0,0), a center at px = (-1,0) and a saddle loop y at p0. The saddle loop y is contained in the zero level curve of H. Let A0 be the region bounded by y U {p0}.
Lemma 1. The reflection of y C\ [y < 0} with respect to the line y = 0 is contained in A0.
Proof. Let (x, y) E y n [y < 0). Then H(x, y) = 0 and H(x,-y) = H(x, y)
That is, the reflection of (x, y) lies in a positive level curve of H. Noticing that the shadowed region in Figure 1 We have the following facts:
(1) F: N -> R, defined by /'(K) -¿/"(V) -i/v(r), is analytic with zero as a regular value (see [S] ). Also TXF '(()) = \z E Í2 | j j divZdxdy = oi.
Following Sotomayor [S] , we will prove the last assertions. Then div Zix, _y) = -e + y and, by Lemma 1, / / div Z0(x, y) dxdy = j j ydxdy >0. Proof. By Lemma 2, rxF-1(0)riirvD/-1(0), i = 0,1. Now Z(x, y) = x2(d/dx) belongs to TXD¿1(0), but not to TxD¡\0). That is, TxDol(0)(r\TxDx\0). Now we prove that there exists a vector field Z E X2 so that Z E TxDq1(Q) n TxF-\0) and Z g T^Df '(0). This will complete the proof.
Let Zx(x, y) = 4(A.x2(3/3;v) + >>2(a/a>')). Then div Zx(x, y) -Xx + y and, by Lemma 1.
if div Z0(x, y)dxdy = J J v fifcc </v > 0. 
